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I. Project Overview 

A. Abstract 
In the box below, describe the project objectives, methodology, and results obtained and their signifi-
cance. If this work is a continuation of a multi-year SCEC-funded project, please include major research 
findings for all previous years in the abstract. (Maximum 250 words.) 
 
It is well know that every earthquake can spawn others (e.g., as aftershocks), and that such trig-
gered events can be large and damaging, as recently demonstrated by L’Aquila, Italy and Christ-
church, New Zealand earthquakes. In spite of being an explicit USGS strategic-action priority 
(http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2012/1088; page 32), the USGS generally lacks both an automated sys-
tem with which to forecast such events, and official protocols for disseminating potential implica-
tions. This capability, known as Operational Earthquake Forecasting (OEF), could provide valua-
ble situational awareness to emergency managers, the public, and other entities interested in pre-
paring for potentially damaging earthquakes.  

With the various ingredients in place, including an ETAS component that has been developed for 
WGCEP’s UCERF3, the USGS has funded a set of Powell Center meetings to resolve final im-
pediments and to deploy an actual system for California (https://powellcenter.usgs.gov/current-
projects/all). Specifically, there will be a four-day meeting on each of the following OEF topics: 
1) Potential Uses; 2) Viable Scientific Models; 3) Operationalization Challenges; and 4) Verifica-
tion and Validation (of not only models, but also of product usefulness).  

Because the goal of these four-day meetings is to deploy an actual system, they are limited to 15 
participants each (those who will get the job done), consistent with the spirit of Powell Center 
meetings. However, significant practical and scientific challenges remain, such as how to merge 
point-process, spatiotemporal-clustering models with finite-fault, elastic-rebound models.  

We therefore requested funds to bring additional SCEC participants to the first two days of the 
first two meetings. This broader group not only facilitated consensus on the makeup of the first 
OEF model, but also helped define research priorities with respect to future improvements. The 
findings, which provide a foundation for OEF deployments elsewhere, have now been published 
in Seismological Research Letters by Field et al. (2015; doi: 10.1785/0220150174): 
http://srl.geoscienceworld.org/content/87/2A/313.full.pdf 

B. SCEC Annual Science Highlights 
Each year, the Science Planning Committee reviews and summarizes SCEC research accomplishments, 
and presents the results to the SCEC community and funding agencies. Rank (in order of preference) the 
sections in which you would like your project results to appear. Choose up to 3 working groups from be-
low and re-order them according to your preference ranking. 
 

Earthquake Forecasting and Predictability (EFP) 
Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP) 
Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP) 
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C. Exemplary Figure 
Select one figure from your project report that best exemplifies the significance of the results. The figure 
may be used in the SCEC Annual Science Highlights and chosen for the cover of the Annual Meeting 
Proceedings Volume. In the box below, enter the figure number from the project report, figure caption and 
figure credits. 
 

NA 

D. SCEC Science Priorities 
In the box below, please list (in rank order) the SCEC priorities this project has achieved. See 
https://www.scec.org/research/priorities for list of SCEC research priorities. For example: 6a, 6b, 6c 
 

2a, 2b, and 2e 

 

E. Intellectual Merit 
How does the project contribute to the overall intellectual merit of SCEC? For example: How does the 
research contribute to advancing knowledge and understanding in the field and, more specifically, SCEC 
research objectives? To what extent has the activity developed creative and original concepts?  
 

These workshops addressed the potential usefulness and scientific challenges associated with the next-generation 
earthquake forecasting capabilities, know as Operational Earthquake Forecasting. 

F. Broader Impacts 
How does the project contribute to the broader impacts of SCEC as a whole? For example: How well has 
the activity promoted or supported teaching, training, and learning at your institution or across SCEC? If 
your project included a SCEC intern, what was his/her contribution? How has your project broadened the 
participation of underrepresented groups? To what extent has the project enhanced the infrastructure for 
research and education (e.g., facilities, instrumentation, networks, and partnerships)? What are some 
possible benefits of the activity to society? 
 

The workshops set the stage for deploying an OEF system at the USGS, which would be used by many potential 
user groups. 

G. Project Publications 
All publications and presentations of the work funded must be entered in the SCEC Publications data-
base. Log in at http://www.scec.org/user/login and select the Publications button to enter the SCEC Pubi-
cations System. Please either (a) update a publication record you previously submitted or (b) add new 
publication record(s) as needed. If you have any problems, please email web@scec.org for assistance. 
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II. Technical Report 
The technical report should describe the project objectives, methodology, and results obtained and their 
significance. If this work is a continuation of a multi-year SCEC-funded project, please include major re-
search findings for all previous years in the report. (Maximum 5 pages, 1-3 figures with captions, refer-
ences and publications do not count against limit.) 
 
Please see full report published in Seismological Research Letters by Field et al. (2015; doi: 
10.1785/0220150174): http://srl.geoscienceworld.org/content/87/2A/313.full.pdf  
 


